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Music and  Programmatic  



When did programmatic 

advertising start?



Google launched AdWords 

in 2000
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Media buying prior to programmatic
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The advertiser story

Some brands are still finding the notes, 

while others are writing songs.

ESTIMATED INFORMATION!



Video

http://video.cnbc.com/gallery/?video=3000451932


In a recent letter to shareholders, JP Morgan CEO Jamie Dimon warned 

of growing competition for Wall Street in the form of tech start-ups.

“Silicon Valley is coming,” Dimon said in the letter, which touched on 

technologies as varied as mobile payments, bitcoin and peer-to-peer 

lending.

Dimon conceded some to advantages to the newfangled approaches, 

however. Peer-to-peer lenders, for example, “are very good at reducing 

the ‘pain points’ in that they can make loans in minutes, which might 

take banks weeks,” Dimon said.







OR





“Two years ago I reported on the seismic shift in consumer behaviour that would significantly impact traditional bricks and mortar retailers,” Schultz told analysts on a conference call yesterday evening (23 July).

“Since then, many traditional retailers and consumer brands have responded simply by substantially increasing their digital advertising budgets, significantly driving up their cost of customer acquisition and producing little to show for it. We on the o

Howard Schultz CEO Starbucks
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Media buying after programmatic



What is mobile data?

Device ID

Geo (lat/long)

Transactional data

Login information

Contextual relevance (are you a traveler or a gamer?)

movement

purchase behavior

language preferences

behavior patterns



(Trust + Loyalty) x Convenience = Profit





The merchant’s positioning is to help people get, stay and 

live well and mobile helps it reach this vision.

Three years ago, ten percent of its online prescription refills 

were done on mobile and now that number is more than 50 

percent.

Walgreens is refilling one prescription per second on a mobile device.



Compared to customers who spend in-

store only, customers who shop both 

in-store and online spend at a level 3.5 

times higher while those who shop in-

store and on mobile spend at a level 4 

times higher.

However, customers who spend online, 

in-store and via mobile spend at a level 

six times higher.



“These are our most valuable customers and we want to make sure we are interacting with them wherever they want,”

Walgreens sends reminders to app users who have made a shopping list featuring items from its weekly circular to remind when 



The merchant is also increasingly focusing on 

leveraging mobile to enhance the in-store 

experience with aisle mapping, product 

information, mobile coupons and integration with 

the loyalty program for in-store purchases.



“Engaged customers have a higher 

satisfaction and spend more, – the best 

engagement is integrated and 

seamless.”

- Tim McCauley, Walgreens



Advertisers and Data

1st 2nd 3rd



Always measure

Be honest with your customer

Conversation - 1:1, a poorly targeted message hurts  

Distinguish yourself

Experiment

Failure is a data point

Geography is finite, and always changing

7 Tips for mobile programmatic success as an advertiser



So what does mobile and programmatic mean?



The Publisher Story



In programmatic advertising brands will likely buy fewer individual users, but they will want to engage with users in a deepe

In a buyers market, they seller can win!





The Large Players in Mobile



“I’m speaking to you from Silicon Valley, where some of 

the most prominent and successful companies have built 

their businesses by lulling their customers into 

complacency about their personal information,” said 

Cook.

“They’re gobbling up everything they can learn about you 

and trying to monetize it. We think that’s wrong. And it’s 

not the kind of company that Apple wants to be.”













Execution for mobile is the same as desktop

Advertiser PublisherSSP/ExchangeDSP
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Publishers, especially premium publishers will 

hire brand sellers to represent their brand and 

serve high-impact advertising at a premium price.  

The size of this business is related to the size 

and execution of the sales team. 

Native and Programmatic Guaranteed are 

two solutions addressing this solution in the 

market.  These automate the creative 

execution, and projection of inventory to 

perform these campaigns.  Not sold in RTB 

capacity

Publishers that sell standardized integrations with 

a rate-card are next in priority.  These are usually 

delivered in order of price.

Many publishers have offered Private 

Marketplace (PMP) set-up’s to enable 

advertisers to transact programmatically.  

These are set up by inviting a given 

advertiser, with a given DSP, and setting an 

agreed upon floor price for inventory.  

Auctioned inventory, with floor price.
For inventory that is un-sold directly to 

advertisers a publisher may do partnerships 

with 3rd parties to sell their supply.  These 

can be done in a variety of fashions and 

companies like Criteo, Rubicon Project, and 

others have worked to gain access to “first 

look” of unsold inventory. This can be sold 

in an RTB capacity or not

For inventory that remains unsold, 

publishers will typically offer this inventory in 

open exchanges, either exposing their 

brand, or blindly.  Google and FB have 

aggregated enough demand that they will 

always have an ad to serve.  This is what 

has typically been considered “remnant”.

Some publishers will offer up remnant inventory 

and sell this to performance advertisers in a non-

guaranteed basis, or package and sell inventory 

to 3rd party sellers at a discount.

Publishers that have unsold inventory may use 

their remnant inventory to deliver house ads, or 

leave the advertising blank. 

Sponsorship /Guaranteed

Premium Guaranteed

Non-Guaranteed

Remnant



So what does mobile and programmatic mean?



Always measure

Bespoke opportunities win

Capture and package mobile specific user data

Don’t “sell media”

Engagement is of highest value

Forget all previous rules

Great partnerships involve a media + data

7 Tips for mobile programmatic success as an publisher



The Cross-Device Question



Attribution



Man’s best friend



Thank you


